
5 Viral YouTube Video Ideas in 5 Minutes 
 

I love YouTube but it can be intimidating getting started and so frustrating spending all that 

time making videos that nobody watches. The average channel takes over two years to get to 

1,000 subscribers and to start making money! 

 

Using the trick I’ll share with you below, I was able to grow my channel to over 100,000 

subscribers within 18 months. I’ve made over $55,000 in the last year on YouTube ads alone! 

 

 
 

To help you get started and get that quick success on YouTube that’s going to motivate you to 

keep going, I’m revealing my viral video hack. In less than five minutes, I’ll show you how to get 

five viral video ideas perfect for your channel. 

 

Let’s do this! 

 

Joseph Hogue 

Let’s Talk Money! 

 

P.S. If you want to see real YouTube income from five different channels and how much YouTube 

pays, check out this playlist of videos. 

 

My Five-Minute Hack for Viral Video Ideas 

 

• Pick three video ideas or phrases popular within your topic; i.e. if your channel is about 

budgeting then you might pick ‘how to start a budget’ or ‘budgeting ideas’ 
 

• Search for each of these ideas on YouTube, scroll down the results and note in a 

spreadsheet the channels that appear most often. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f0-tKVTnkgc&list=PLjsZ3KrTlZowQS3oeZQeZwG9rPoPW9MtE&index=1


 

 
 

• Pick three to five channels from the list and visit their Videos page. 

 

• Sort videos by Most Popular and write down the titles of the 10 most popular in a 

spreadsheet. 

 

 
 



• Look through the list of most popular videos among the five channels to see common 

video ideas and phrases. 

 

 
 

Any of the phrases and ideas from these most popular lists could be a viral video but find the 

ones that just seem to be popular on ANY channel in the niche and you KNOW they will be 

popular. Create a list of five of these ideas for your first videos and grow your YouTube channel 

fast! 
 

I’m always here to answer any questions and help out any way I can. Let me know if you have 
any questions or would like to see a topic in a video.  

 

Thank You for being a part of the Bow-Tie Nation! 
 


